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Abstract

GeologY
Background

SantiaguitoDome, Guatemala,continuously extruded dacite
lava and underwent daily, vertical, phreatomagmaticeruptions during 19BGto 1gBB.Three Landsat satellite Thematic
Mapper (ru) subscenesrecorded this activity.ovet a two-year
peiioa. The subscenesshow a stationary,high-temperature
ihermal anomaly around the active vent, Caliente. Two of
the subscenesdepict vertical ash eruptions, one of which
reached 4.5 to 5'km above the dome. The subscenesprovide
evidence that a recently detected, deep ercsional episode on
the dome did not begin significantly before February 1988.
At Pacaya Volcano, Guatemala, a basaltic cone -in neatly
continuous'eruption since 1967,a single subsceneshows a
larg,e,hieh-temperaturethermal anomaly with the characteristlcs of a basaitic lava flow. Periodic processing of ru im-.
agescon provide a valuable, supplemental monitoting tool.
is
on-site monitoring
active volcanoes, particularly
'Iimited
for
_when
by economic or personnel resources.

SantiiguitoDome [t+"q+'N,91'34'W, 2520 m) has been
eruptiig dacite since it beganto grow in'1922 (Rose,1972)'
The malmatic temperatureis about 850'C, based on petrograohv and Fe-Ti oxide data at domes of similar composition
iRose, rgzz). The focus of dome extrusion has wandered bei*e"., se.reralvents over the years.The currently active vent,
Caliente,is the site of frequent vertical ash eruptions which
amounts
eive rise to water-richplumes that contain varying
'19s2).
6f volcanic ash (Andres,1992;Andres et ol',
Pacaya(14'22'N, 90'36'w, 2552 m) is an active volcano
on the south side of a 100-km'zcaldera (Eggers,1971; Wunderman and Rose,1984)' It has erupted basaltsin a seriesof
eruptions which have createdand destroyeda seriesof comEggers,1983;Bornposite and cinder cones(Eggers,1'97L:
lrorst ef al., tg}q; A. MacKenney,personal communication)'

lntroduction

lmages
Landsat

More complete descriptions of recent activity at these two
volcanoes can be found in Andres (1992).

A minimum of 158 volcanoeseruptedfrom 1975 to 1985.
During this time, approximately 50 more volcanoesshowed
unresialthough eruptions did not occur (McClelland ef o,1.,
1989). Limited econbmic and personnel resourcesdo not aIlow for close, on-site monitoring of all of these potentially
volcanoes.
dangerous
"Thit
pup". further demonstratesthe use of commercially
availableiatellite imagery to supplement on-site volcano
monitoring by combining several existing techniquesand exoanding t[e ii.ttitt of some of these techniques (Francis and
itothery, 1987rRotheryet a1.,19BB;Mouginis-Market o.l',
1989;Abrams et al., 1991;Mouginis-Market al., 1'g9fi Mouginis-Mark and Francis, 1992). Satellite images are relatively
inexpensive,as compared to field campaignsto active volcanoes^,and can be analyzedby one person' Also, daily to biweekly coveragecan be obtained of an area dependjng upon
the tvpe of satellite used. Four Landsat Thematic Mapper
(rv) zubscenesof two active Guatemalanvolcanoesportray
volcanic phenomenanot directly observedon the ground by
the local monitoring agencies.The morning Landsat orbits
precedethe buildup of orographic clouds around these volianoes (Lillesandand Kiefer, 1987).

Landsat satJlites provide regular, nearly global coverageand
their TM sensorprovides 30-m ground resolution in six-spe^ctral bands (three visible, one near-infrared, and two mid-infrared) and 120-m ground resolution in one band (thermal
infrared) (Lillesa-ndand Kiefer, 1987).Four LandsatTM subscenesof two active Guatemalanvolcanoeswere acquired'
Each subscenewas 512 rows by 512 columns (approximately
15 km by 15 km) centeredon the volcanic edifice' The data
*ere radiometrically correctedto account for detectorgain
and offset, and geometrically corrected to a space oblique mercator map projection (cct-p format)' Tle geometriccorrection
resamplingfor the 1986 imagesand
involved'n'earest-neighbor
cubic convolution resamplingfor the 1987 and 19BBimages'
Cubic convolution resamplingtends to minimize the extremes
in the data set, resulting in possible errors in the magnitude
and location of thermaf anomalies.Therefore,nearest-neighbor
resampling is preferred becauseorigin^al-radiancevalues are
preserved;ho*ever, some duplicate "fiIl" pixels may occur
iGlaze et o1.,lg8ga; Oppenheimeret al., 1'993).
Image processingof the subsceneswas performed with
Decisiorilmages software,Release4.2, on a 386PCand with
ERDaSsoftware,Version 7.4, o^ a color Sun 3/60 system'
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geologicmap, and temperaturemap of the 25 October1987 SantiaguitoDomethermal
Pfate1. TMsubscene,generalized
anomaly.The thermalanomalyappearsas the brightorangearea in the centerof the image.The 7.3- by 7.1-kmsubscene
displaysTMbands7, 5, and 4 in the red,green,and blue imageplanes,respectively.
This bandcombinationalso portrays
volcanicrocksin tones of brown,orange,or gray;junglefoliagein blue;and agricultural
areasin yellowor green.
The geologicmap of the areashowsthe variousexogenousunitswhichcomprisethe dome,manyof wnicfrlsnaOeO
units) can be clearlyseen at the 3O-mresolutionof the ru subscene.Duringthe two-yearperiodcoveredby the three TM
subscenes,a daciteflow has rapidlyadvanceddownthe Rio Nima ll watershed.The map showsthree successive
field-observedflow-fronts.The 1987 subsceneallowsfor anotherflow front determination,approximately
25O m down slope of the
June1987 field observation.
Map modifiedfrom SEAN(1988).
Eachsquareon the temperaturemap representsone pixelof the ru subsceneand is approximately
30 m on a side.
The uppernumberin each square representsthe thermal anomalytemperaturein degreesC. The lowernumberin each
square is the correspondingf or fractionof the pixel at that emittingtemperature.Lightersquaresindicatecoolertemperatures, rangingfrom > 7oo"c, 4oo-70o'c, to > 3O0'C. Emptysquaresdo not containany significantthermal anomaly.

Both software packageswere used to take advantage of specific image processing functions unique to each.

Thermal
Anomalies
Thermal anomaliesin the sceneswere located through the
thermal infrared band o (10.4 to 12.s pm) which is quantitatively sensitiveto temperaturesup to 100"C.Above IOO"C,
the TM sensorfor this band saturatesand becomesnon-ouantitative for whole pixel temperatureevaluations.Band 6iatu776

rated pixels were then examined for their kinetic
temperature, T, by using the radiances recorded in mid-infraredbands 5 (1.5s to 1.25 pm) and 7 (z.o8to 2.35 pm) and
the graphical method presentedin Rothery ef oi. (19SS).This
method relies upon the ru sensorradiance calibration constants (Markham and Barker, 19BG)and a rearrangedversion
of Planck's radiation law: i.e..
T : cz / \ln([ec,i{/zlR^]+t)
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where c, : 0.0144m K, i : wavelength(m), e : emissivity
W m', fi^ = specof the radiatingsurface,c, : 3.742 X 10-16
'
(calculated
(W
pm-r
from
Equation 1 of
m
sr-1
tral radiance
Markham and Barker (1986)).An emissivity : 0.8 was used
for all calculations and is representativeof emissivities used
in other studies(Francisand Rothery,L987;Rotheryef 41.,
19BB;Abrams et al., 1991).A | 0.2 changein emissivity
equatesto less than a + 15'C changein temperature.Radiancesused in this study were correctedfor incident sunlight
by subtractingthe averagedmeasuredradiance in non-thermally emitting pixels of similar composition and slope aspect in the scene.SeeRotheryef 01.(1988)for a more
iomplete description of the method and the inherent errors.
This equation allows for determination of the temperature of subpixel sized thermal featuresby substituting e/ for
e, where /: fraction of the pixel emitting. Under clear sky
conditions, reasonabletemperatureswere obtained for all / >
0.0005 or for ground areasgreaterthan 0.4 m'. Smaller values oflor the presenceof clouds gave unrealistically high
pixel temperatures.For some pixels, both bands 6 and 7
were saturated.For these pixels. radiancesrecorded in nearinfrared band 4 (0.76 to o.go um) and band 5 were used to
determine their temperature;only one of these pixels had /
> 0.0005 and a reasonablepixel temperature.
Derived temperatureson SantiaguitoDome for a cloudfree TM subsceneacquired on 25 October 1,987(sceneto
are shown in Plate 1. The maximum
number Y4192715505)
temperaturemeasuredin the thermal anomaly is 790'C and
the minimum is 300'C. The anomaly stretches180 m continuously in the east-westdirection. The main region of the
anomaly extends 150 m from north to south with one isolated hot pixel lying outside of this continuous region.
This 180-by 150-mthermal anomaly agreeswith visual
observationsof the Caliente vent. The vent consistsof ts0by 150-m area coveredby rubble through which 600 to
850"Cgasespass(Stoiberand Rose,1969;Stoiberand Rose,
1970;W. Rose,unpublisheddata).Rock walls of the cracks
in zonesof high gas emissionratesglow red (> 600"C);these
zones probably correspondto the pixels with the highest
subpixel temperatures.The high gas emission rate zones are
surrounded by a region of lower gas emission rates, lower
temperatures,and non-glowing rocks; this region is recorded
in the TM subsceneas pixels with lower subpixel temperatures. The isolated hot pixel lying outside of the continuous
thermal anomaly may representa fumarole field located just
outside of the main vent area.
The 14 February 19BBSantiaguitosubscene(sceneIn
shows a broad thermal anomaly cennumber Y4203915550)
tered on the dome (Platez). It also shows an eruption cloud
emanatingfrom the Santiaguitovent. Surrounding the dome
is a thin swirl of another cloud, likely erupted a short time
prior to the time of the image. The eruption clouds partially
obscurethe thermal anomaly surrounding the Santiaguito
vent and orohibit accuratetemperaturedeterminationsexcept for oire pixel not obscuredby the clouds. This pixel records a temperatureof 77o"Cwith an associatedf : o.oosq
or 2.8 m2. It has a temperaturesimilar to that occurring in
the correspondingpixel of the 1987 subsceneas revealedby
image rectification and registration (seenext section).The
temperaturesestimatedwith other pixels in this image and
associatedwith the thermal anomaly are all unrealistically
high (T > 850"C)and have associated,
/s < 0.002.Thesetemperatures,higher than any observedor expectedat Santiaguito, likely reflect effectsof partial cloud coverage(as
explained later), not thermal effects.
PE&RS
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The 14 April 1986 Santiaguito subscene (scene lD numcontains a large eruption cloud rising above
ber Y50774154g3)
the dome (Plate 2). This cloud obscures the dome thermal
anomaly; thus, no temperatures were determined.
The oresence of the eruption cloud in the 19BB and 1986
Santiaguiio subscenes causei the measured radiances to increase and thus give anomalously high temperatures for pixels containing such clouds. Calculations using the
atmospheric electromagnetic energy propagation model, I-owTRANT(Kneizys et o1., rgaa), show that the presence of the
eruption cloud increases multiple scattering in the atmosphele. This scattering increases the amount of energy_whichis propagated upwards in the atmosphere and, thus, detected
by the satellite TM sensor. This gives rise to elevated, calculated radiance levels and, thus, anomalously high temperatures. Cloud-free pixels allow this same energy to travel to
the ground surface. Along this path, this energy is absorbed
because of the rapidly increasing water vapor concentrations
as the ground surface is approached (Gao and Goetz, 1991).
Deiived temperatures on Pacaya for a cloud-free TM subscene (scene ID number Y5o774154$) acquired on 14 April
L986 are shown in Plate 3. The maximum temperature measured in the thermal anomaly is 820"C and the minimum is
210'C. The discontinuous anomaly stretches 720 m in the
east-west direction and s90 m in the north-south direction.
One pixel temperature was derived with bands 4 and 5; this
resulied in a temperature of 750'C with an associated /
: 0.0115. This was necessary because both bands 6 and 7
were saturated and may represent the first time the temperature of a volcanic feature has been determined with these
two bands.
The thermal anomaly in the Pacaya subscene is interpreted to be an active, basaltic lava flow. An on-site report,
one month previous to the satellite acquisition date, indicates that ai active lava flow was being issued from the
northwest flank of Pacaya (SEAN, 1986). A flow erupted on
this flank of the volcano would be channeled to the west and
south by the existing topography. This report supports the
interoretation of the thermal anomalv as a lava flow in both
its oiigin and subsequent downhill movement.
The discontinuous nature of the Pacaya thermal anomaly
is also consistent with the style of lava flows commonly issued from Pacaya. In general, the flow averages a surface
temoerature of 400 to 500"C with areas of less than 270'C
separating the warmer portions of the flow. AIso, cooler tempeiatures occur around the warmest parts of the flow. This
[hermal fingerprint is characteristic of aa and pahoehoe flows
which are flowing downhill over irregular topography. As
the underlying topography steepens, the flow velocity increases, and the cooled crust on top of the flow thins and
cracks. This allows for more heat to escape from the interior
of the flow over areas of steeper slope; thus, the surface temperature of the flow may be higher in some cases then the
near-vent temperature. Similar downflow temperature
increases have been observed in the 1989 Lonquimay flow,
and these also were partially ascribed to changes in topogra(Oppenheimer, 1991).
phy
Similar results for the size and temperature of thermally
anomalous pixels in these images were obtained using the alternative method presented by Oppenheimer el 01. (19s3).
This method assumes the temperature of the high temperature feature and calculates its area and the average temperature of the remaining portion of the pixel. This alternative
methodology is used because of the important influence on
calculated temperatures of large fractions of cool ground ap777
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Plate2. rM subsceneof the 14 February
1988 SantiaguitoDomethermalanomaly(left).Displayinformationis the same as
in Plate1. The thermalanomalyis partiallyobscuredby the risingeruptioncloud.The associatedshadow(yellowto white)
appearsbifurcatedbecausea higher,moredispersed,sunlit,previously
eruptedcloudoverliesit. The overlying
cloudwas
originallycarriedwest by the winds, but is swirledtowardsthe east when the cloud had risen abovea ridgejust outside and
to the west of the subscene.Anothercloud (meteoric)is visible at the summit of Santa Maria and also casts a long shadow.
TMsubsceneof the 14 April 1986 SantiaguitoDomethermal anomaly(right).Displayinformationis the same as in Plate
1. The four main lobesof a risingeruptioncloudare numbered.To the left is the associatedshadow.The orangethermal
anomaliesoccurat the base of the cloud.

pearing in each pixel. The good agreementbetween the two
methods suggeststhat a sharp border exists between the
warmer and cooler regions in each pixel. Field observations
support this suggestionas it is common to find thermally unperturbed ground very close, oftentimeswithin a metre, to a
high temperaturefeature,such as a fumarole field or lava
flow,

Temporal
Changes
oftheSantiaguito
ThemalAnomaly
Image rectification and registrationwere used to examine the
seriesof three Santiaguitosubscenesto determine if the
shape and distribution of the thermal anomalieschanged
over the two-year period. Rectificationis the processof
warping the image to a map projection; in this study, two of
the Santiaguitosubsceneswere rectified to the map projection of the third. Registrationis the processof overlaying
two images so that similar features on each image lie atop
each other. Rectification and registration were necessarybecause,despite being portrayed in the same map projection,
each image was displayed with different projection parameters by EOSAT.This occurred becausethe imageswere taken
from iwo different satelliteswhich have diffefunt orbital
characteristics.
After registration,the subsceneswere examined for
changes in the appearance of thermal anomalies by examining bands 5, 6, and 7 individually. For example, the red image plane contained band 5 of the 1986 subscene,the green
image plane contained band s of the t9B7 subscene,and the
blue image plane contained band 5 of the LgBBsubscene.
778

The areal extent of the thermal anomalies for each year were
then mapped and changeswere noted.
Becauserectification can change the radiance value recorded in each pixel, rectified subsceneswere only used to
determine the changein size and shape of thermal anomalies. They were not used to determine temperaturesof these
anomaliesbecauseof the potential problems of working with
doubly resampled data (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1987).
Although the eruption cloud did not allow accurate temperature determinations in the 1986 Santiaguito subscene,it
did not completely obscurethe location of the thermal
anomaly on the dome. Unfortunately, only band 7 maps the
extent of the thermal anomalies;bands 5 and 6 are obscured
by the cloud. Band 7 shows four distinct regions of elevated
temperatureon the dome in 1986: all are in the Caliente vent
region (Figure 1). By 1987, three of these anomalieshave disappeared and the remaining anomaly doubled in size. An
anomaly also appeared southeast of the main anomaly, but it
disappearedby 1988. The other anomaly of tgaz also halved
in size by 1988.
This seriesof subscenesbegins to createa baselineby
which to judge future thermal anomaly changes.Because
volcanic activity at Santiaguitoremained relatively constant
in both frequency and intensity from 1986 to 1988, we conclude that the areal extent of the Santiaguito thermal anomaly has not changed significantly over this same period.
Continued monitoring of the Santiaguito thermal anomaly
may forecastsignificant changesin eruption location, intensity, or style.
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Plate3. TMsubsceneand temperaturemap of the t4 April 1986 Pacayathermalanomaly.The 6.& by 6.4km imagewas
createdby portrayingTMband 5, 2, and 1 in the red, green, and blue image planes,respectively.The thermal anomaly
appearsas the red linearfeature in the image and is interpretedto be an activelava flow travelingfrom near the Pacaya
lavaflows in dark tones,
summit(on the right)downslope(to the left).This bandcombinationalso displaysunvegetated
forest in blue, and agriculturalareas in yellow.Band 7 was not used in this imagereproductiondue to its saturationby the
lava flow which manifestsitself as streaks in the image.
30 m on a side.
Eachsquareon the temperaturemap representsone pixel of the TMsubsceneand is approximately
The uppernumberin each squarerepresentsthe thermalanomalytemperaturein degreesC. The lowernumberin each
square is the correspondingf or fractionof the pixel at that emittingtemperature.Lightersquaresindicatecoolertemperatures, rangingfrom > 700'C, 4O0-70O'C,to > 270"C. Emptysquaresdo not containany significantthermal anomaly.Pixels
with saturatedbands are reportedas T > 27O"Cand T > 410'C when bands 7 and 5 are saturated,respectively.These are
the minimum,whole-pixeltemperatureswhich would saturatethese bands, but would not allow more accuratetemperature
determinationswith bands 5 and 4 or 4 and 3, respectively.The pairedadjacentpixelswhich contain820, 80O, and 530oC
featuresmay repres'entduplicatefill pixels:
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Figure1. Temporalchangesof the Santiaguitothermalanomalyas mappedin ru
band 7. The lone squarein the map representingthe southernmostextent of the
to one
1986 thermalanomalycorresponds
pixel in the TMimageand representsa 30by 30-m area. North is at the top of the
map. Band 7 was used to createthe map
becauseit recordsthe locationof the thermal anomalyin all three subscenes.The
shapeand extentof the thermalanomalies
shown in the map are approximate;absolute
shapeand extentare impossibleto defineat
this 30-m resolution.

Image rectification and registration also allowed for examination of the ongoing erosion of the northern face of Santiaguito Dome. Field reports indicate significant erosion of
this facebegansinceJuly 1989 (GVN, 1990;GVN, 1992).
Photographs taken from the nearby Santa Maria summit in
)anuary 1988 show that some erosion was in progressby that
date (I. Fink, unpublished data).The timing of the beginning
of this erosive event is poorlv constrained.The satellite imagesshow that no signihcani erosion occurred between April
1986 and February 1988. Therefore,the erosive event probably began shortly before the |anuary 19BBphotos. The erosion is significant becausean enormous amount of material
is being washed down the local drainages,altering the local
fluvial and transportationnetworks.

Heights
Eruption
Cloud
Two methods were used to determine eruption cloud
heights. Becausea Landsat image is essentiallya static picture of a dynamic plume which may not have completed its
rise, the calculated heights are minimal eruptive heights.
The first method used band 6 radiancesto calculate temperaturesof the cloud tops and the land surface.This

Tnare1. Sarutrncurro
EnuprtotCLouoHrtcHrs
Year
1986

Lobe
t-J

Heisht (km) as determinedby
shadow method
atmosphericlapse rate
4.6
4.7

1.3
* shadow method used on lobe L only.
1988

780

5* (maximum)
1.6 (maximum)
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method assumesthat the cloud tops are in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere.The difference in
temperaturewas then divided by the averageatmospheric
lapse rate of 6.4"C/km (Cooperand Alley, 1986).
The secondmethod determined plume height by the
length of the shadow it cast on the sloping ground and the
sun angle (Iqbal, 1983).This method gives a maximum
plume heightt becausea vertically rising plume is assumed.
assur
(1989b)
A similar shadow
rdow method was used by
bv Glaze et o1.(1989b)
to determine plume heights from GOESsatellite data. This
method can be used to check the thermal equilibrium assumption of the atmosphericlapse rate method. Comparison
of absoluteplume temperaturewith radiosonde data was not
done in this study becauseof the distance to the nearestradiosonde releasepoint (approximately 120 km from Santiaguito and in a distinctly different climatic setting).
The large eruption cloud in the 1986 Santiaguito subscene contains four main lobes (Plate 2). Band 6 derived
temperaturesshow that three of these lobes are the same
temperature (r0'C) and that the fourth lobe is 3 degrees
warmer. Assuming the cloud tops are in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding air, the three lobes are at the
same altitude. The atmospheric lapse rate gives a rise for
these lobes of +.6 km. The fourth lobe rose 4.1 km. The
shadow method for the tip of lobe 1 gave a plume height of
5.0 km. The shadow plume height is an overestimatebecause the plume has bent towards the west-southwestby
the local winds.
The atmosphericlapse rate method calculatesa plume
height of r.S km for the small eruption cloud in the 1988
Sanliaguito subscene.The shadow method calculatesa maximum plume height of 1.6 km. Although the plume appears
to be rising vertically in this subscene,solar azimuth calculations show that it is actually rising at an angle approximately
10owest of north becauseof the local winds. The thin swirl
of clouds also present in the subscenesupports this local
wind direction, Thus, the height calculated by the shadow
method is an overestimateof the true plume height. Table 1
contains a summary of the eruption cloud heights determined by both methods at Santiaguito.
Sa
Similar eruption
d heights have been observedat Santiaguito.
cloud
In the 1986 Santiaguito subscene,the similar lobe top
temperatures
)eraturesand the distance
between the
the lobe
lobe tops
toos and
and
ce between
their associatedshadows suggestthat these Iobes have undergone similar eruptive dynamics and are all at nearly the
same altitude (Table 1). Their identical temperaturessuggest
that they are all in equilibrium or are all in the same state of
disequilibrium with the sunounding atmosphere.
The multi-lobed appearanceof the rising plume may
have been causedby the irregular geometry of the Calien
iente
vent. A well-defined pit does not exist at Caliente;
Caliente:instead,
instea
vertical ash eruptions are emitted from a rubble-filled depression. The rubble disrupts the leading edge of the escaping
gases.Multi-lobed eruptive plume tops are commonly observed at Santiaguito.
The fourth lobe is the smallest and was likely erupted
after the three lobes discussedabove (Table 1). This is supported by its relative upwind location, closer to the vent.
The eruption cloud heights in the 19BBSantiaguitosubscenealso agreewell (Table 1). For both subscenes,the eruption cloud heights calculated by the averageatmospheric
lapse rate and shadow methods agreeto within 0.a km. The
close agreementbetween the two independent methods suggeststhat the eruption clouds were in thermal equilibrium
with the surrounding air.
PE&RS
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Conclusions
Landsat ttvt imagery is regularly acquired by satellite and offers a supplementarytool to monitor active volcanoes,especially those not frequently visited. In general,TM data can
provide
r a view of the activity of a volcano and its changessince the
last on-site visit or imaging date;
. the location, size, shape,and temperatureof thermal anoma'
lies (i.e., lava flows, fumarole fields, ...); and
. data on the minimum intensity of eruptions.
Results from examination of the four subscenes from
1986 to 19BB of Santiaguito and Pacaya Volcanoes, Guatemala, include
o the approximate location, size, shape (within the 3o-m resoIution of the data),and temperatureof the thermal anomaly
on the Santiaguitodome over a two-year period when in the
absenceof obscuringclouds;
o Santiaguitoeruption cloud heights of up to 5 km;
. better constraint on the beginning of the erosional episode on
the north face of Santiaguito;and
o the approximatelocation, size, shape,and temperatureof the
active lava flow on Pacaya.

The use of TM data for supplemental monitoring of active volcanoescould be enhancedby development of better
algorithms and applications of the data. For example, if the
inierfering effectsof eruption clouds could be modeled and
thus removed, then more temperaturedeterminationscould
be made. This modeling might also allow calculation of water vapor emissionsas suggestedby Andres (1992)' Also, the
two-band method presentedin Rothery et o1.(1988)needs
more rigorous verification through field studies (Flynn ef 41.,
L989; Oppenheimer and Rothery, 1991; Andres, 1994).This
would allow for a better assessmentof errors associatedwith
the method.
Added
Note
SantaMaria Volcano has been designatedas a DecadeVolcano by the International Association of Volcanology and
Chemistry of the Earth's Interior as part of the International
Decadefor Natural DisasterReduction. Becauseof this and
the successof this preliminary report, a comprehensive
study of a variety of remote sensingtechniquesat this volcano is beginning, with the overall objective of mitigating
hazardsthere.
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